Bright Spot Recding Enrichrnent Progr*nr
At Bright Spot we recognize the growing need for preschoolers to transition into their elementary
years with fundamental reading skills. The staff at Bright Spot is dedicated to giving every child a head
start to becoming strong, independent, fluent readers. The reading enrichment program at Bright Spot
provides the necessary skills your child needs to transition to the elementary years with ease. Every child
learns at their own pace and in their own way. All reading enrichment instruction is multisensory and
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incorporates auditory, visual, tactile and gross motor activities. Every child will learn through this
program because attention is paid to each child's learning style within in a group setting. Kinesthetic
instruction set to music and games keeps children interested and engaged while acquiring new beginning
reader skills. The latest methods in multisensory instruction and hands-on manipulatives enhance each
lesson and give children the opportunity to listen, touch, see and play their way to reading. Today's child
tends to be very active and the reading enrichment program teaches children that reading is fun and
engaging. Through reading enrichment it is our mission to provide an environment which nurtures the
skills and love for reading that is so vital to success in school today. The following comments were made
by Bright Spot parents of children enrolled in reading enrichment classes.

"Not that

I ever doubted Delaney would benefitfrom attending this class, but I hove to admit she
really loves it. She's alwoys asking me whot letters words start with and is always singing the
"a-apple-a" b-bat-b" song! I guess I thought I'd be able to work with her on her letters just as
well but there's no way she'd have thot muchfunwhile learning it with me!!! Thanksfor
, everything."
-Dana Linton

"I just wanted to drop you a note to let you lcnow how much Matthew has talked about you and
the reading class recently. He is constantly walking around with his copy of the sound card
alphabet page you gme him and tapping out anythtng he sees" He sits there with his chart saying
how if I won't tell him how to spell the word he willfigure it out the way Mrs. Heininger taught
him! Just wanted to let you lmow that you are still a huge influence on him even though your
class is finished. I am so glad we had him work with you last year and this summer-it really
gave him a greatfoundationfor school."
-Rita Tsiaras

"I just wanted to say thank youfor offering this prograrn at Brighr Spot. I truly see Matt
increasing his verbal activity as well as letter sound recognition. He actually loves the class so
much he wants to go everyday!"
-Cathy
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Enroll your child in Bright Spot reading enrichment today and see their
interest in reading grow along with their beginning reader skills. For more
information on the reading enrichment program please contact Chris Heininger,
Reading Enrichment Coordinator and Teacher, at 215-808-2623.
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Class Descriptions

Kinderfun (2 classes per week)
This class is for children enrolled in the Kindergarten or Pre-Kindergarten class at
Bright Spot for the2013-14 school year. Kinderfun is 45 minutes of instruction
time that includes focus on letter-to-sound and sound-to-letter recognition,
letter formation/writing, beginning, middle and end sound recognition and
beginning reader words, sentences, and beginning comprehension
techniques. A11 instruction is multisensory and incorporates auditory,
visual, tactile and gross motor activities. Children learn using manipulatives and some of the
latest techniques in multisensory instruction. This class prepares children for their move to
Kindergarten or first grade in the coming year.

Romp and Read (1 class per week)
This class is for children enrolled in the 4-year old, 3-day program at Bright Spot for the2013-14
school year. In Romp and Read the 45 minutes of instruction time includes letter-to-sound and
sound-to-letter recognition, letter formation, and beginning reader words. Multisensory
techniques and gross motor movement is woven into each lesson to provide an active learning
environment for your child. Children stay engaged in various activities while learning the
fundamentals of reading. Music, games and activities provide the framework for Romp and
Read class. This class prepares your child for the move to Bright Spot Kindergarten or
Kindergarten in a brand new school.

Plav to Learn (1 class per week)
This class is for children enrolled in the Bright Spot 3-year old,2 day morning and
afternoon progftIm for the 2013-14 school year. Play to Learn class is 45 minutes
of play-based instruction. This "informal" setting enables children to benefit from
kinesthetic instruction set to music and games. Focus is on letter and sound
recognition that is the foundation for beginning to read. All instruction is
multisensory and incorporates auditory, visual, tactile and gross motor activities.
This class prepares children for the Bright Spot 3-day program and Romp and Read
reading enrichment class.

